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1. INTRODUCTION
Positive linear operators and their q-modifications have recently become an active
research area in the approximation theory (see, i.e., [1,2,6,7,10,12,13,16,18–26,28]).
In this paper, we improve the classical Post-Widder operators via the techniques from
the q-calculus. We obtain various statistical approximation theorems including some
Korovkin-type results and Voronovskaya-type formulas in statistical and ordinary
sense for these operators. Our investigations cover both real and complex cases.
Throughout the paper we employ the standard notations of q-calculus. As usual,
by a q-integer and a q-factorial we mean respectively:
Œnq WD 1CqC :::Cqn for n 2N with Œ0q WD 0
and
ŒnqŠ WD Œ1q Œ2q ::: Œnq for n 2N with Œ0qŠ WD 1:
Also, a q-binomial is defined byhn
k
i
q
WD ŒnqŠ
ŒkqŠ Œn kqŠ
for 0 k  n:
Now let 0 < q < 1. For simplicity, we use the following standard notations:
.1C t /1q WD
1Y
jD0

1Cqj t

:
c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Then, we know [14,15] that the q-Jackson definite integral of a function f is defined
by
aZ
0
f .t/dqt WD a.1 q/
1X
nD0
f
 
aqn

qn for a > 0:
Now we recall the q-analogue of the exponential function as follows (see [3, 17]):
Eq .x/D
1X
nD0
qn.n 1/=2 x
n
ŒnqŠ
D .1C .1 q/x/1q :
Notice that the above series converges for every x whenever q 2 .0;1/: Then, the
corresponding q-Gamma function is defined by (see [17])
 q .x/ WD
1=.1 q/Z
0
tx 1Eq . qt/dqt:
As usual, let CB Œ0;1/ denote the space of all bounded and continuous functions on
Œ0;1/ endowed with the norm
kf k D sup
x2Œ0;1/
jf .x/j :
In the present paper, we improve the classical Post-Widder operators by considering
the above terminology as follows:
Pn;q.f Ix/D 1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
f

xt
Œnq

tnEq . qt/dqt; (1.1)
where x 2 Œ0;1/; q 2 .0;1/ and f 2 CB Œ0;1/: We use the following test functions
em.y/D ym for m 2N0 WDN[f0g :
Then, we first observe that these operators are positive and linear and that
Pn;q.e0Ix/D e0.x/D 1: (1.2)
Notice that the operators Pn;q.f / map CB Œ0;C1/ into itself. Also, it follows from
(1.1) that
lim
q!1 Pn;q.f Ix/D
1
nŠ
1Z
0
f

xt
n

tne tdt DW Pn.f Ix/;
which is the classical Post-Widder operator (see, for instance, [5, 27]).
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2. LOCAL APPROXIMATION RESULTS FOR q-POST-WIDDER OPERATORS
Let f 2 CB Œ0;1/ and ı > 0: Then, we consider the first modulus of continuity,
the Peetre’s K-functional, and the second modulus of smoothness, which are defined
respectively by:
!.f;ı/D supfjf .y/ f .x/j W jy xj  ıI x;y 2 Œ0;1/g ;
K.f;ı/D inf˚kf  gkC ıg00 W g 2 C 2B Œ0;1/	 ;
!2.f;ı/D sup
0<hı
sup
x2Œ0;1/
jf .xC2h/ 2f .xCh/Cf .x/j ;
where C 2B Œ0;1/ WD fg 2 CB Œ0;1/ W g0;g00 2 CB Œ0;1/g: Then, it is well-known that
(see [4])
K.f;ı/ A!2.f;
p
ı/
for some positive constant A: With this terminology, in order to get a local approx-
imation result for q-Post-Widder Operators we first need the following two results.
Lemma 1. For every m;n 2N and x 2 Œ0;C1/; we have
Pn;q.emIx/D ŒnC1qŒnC2q:::ŒnCmq
Œnmq
xm:
Proof. Let m;n 2N and x 2 Œ0;C1/: Then, by .1:1/ and .1:2/, we get
Pn;q.emIx/D 1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0

xt
Œnq
m
tnEq . qt/dqt
D 1
ŒnqŠ
xm
Œnmq
1=.1 q/Z
0
tnCmEq . qt/dqt
D 1
ŒnqŠ
xm
Œnmq
 q .nCmC1/
D 1
Œnmq
ŒnCmqŠ
ŒnqŠ
xm
D ŒnC1qŒnC2q:::ŒnCmq
Œnmq
xm;
which completes the proof. 
If we use the moment function given by
'.y/ WD 'x.y/D y x;
then the following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.
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Corollary 1. For every n 2N and x 2 Œ0;C1/; we have
Pn;q.'Ix/D
 
ŒnC1q
Œnq
 1
!
x;
Pn;q.'
2Ix/D
 
ŒnC1qŒnC2q
Œn2q
  2ŒnC1q
Œnq
C1
!
x2:
Now we are ready to give our approximation result.
Theorem 1. Let q 2 .0;1/: Then, for every n2N, x 2 Œ0;C1/ and f 2CB Œ0;1/;
we have ˇˇ
Pn;q.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇ C!2 .f;xın/C! .f;x˛n/
for some positive constant C , where
ın WD
 
ŒnC12q
Œn2q
C ŒnC1qŒnC2q
Œn2q
  4ŒnC1q
Œnq
C2
!1=2
(2.1)
and
˛n WD ŒnC1q
Œnq
 1 (2.2)
Proof. Define an auxiliary operator P n;q W CB Œ0;1/! CB Œ0;1/ by
P n;q.f Ix/ WD Pn;q.f Ix/ f

ŒnC1q
Œnq
x

Cf .x/: (2.3)
Then, by Corollary 1, we get
P n;q.'Ix/D 0: (2.4)
Now, for a given g 2 C 2B Œ0;1/; it follows from the Taylor formula that
g.y/ g.x/D .y x/g0.x/C
yZ
x
.y u/g00.u/du; y 2 Œ0;1/:
Taking into account (2.3) and using (2.4) we get, for every x 2 Œ0;1/; thatˇˇ
P n;q.gIx/ g.x/
ˇˇD ˇˇP n;q .g.y/ g.x/Ix/ˇˇ
D
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇg0.x/P n;q .'Ix/CP n;q
0@ yZ
x
.y u/g00.u/duIx
1Aˇˇˇˇˇˇ
D
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇP n;q
0@ yZ
x
.y u/g00.u/duIx
1Aˇˇˇˇˇˇ
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D
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇPn;q
0@ yZ
x
.y u/g00.u/duIx
1A
 
xŒnC1q=ŒnqZ
x

ŒnC1q
Œnq
x u

g00.u/du
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ :
Since ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇPn;q
0@ yZ
x
.y u/g00.u/duIx
1Aˇˇˇˇˇˇ kg00k2 Pn;q  '2Ix
and ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ xŒnC1q=ŒnqZ
x

ŒnC1q
Œnq
x u

g00.u/du
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ kg00k
2

ŒnC1q
Œnq
 1
2
x2
we get ˇˇ
P n;q.gIx/ g.x/
ˇˇ kg00k
2
Pn;q
 
'2IxC kg00k
2

ŒnC1q
Œnq
 1
2
x2:
Hence, Corollary 1 implies that ˇˇ
P n;q.gIx/ g.x/
ˇˇ
 kg
00k
2
  
ŒnC1qŒnC2q
Œn2q
  2ŒnC1q
Œnq
C1
!
C

ŒnC1q
Œnq
 1
2!
x2;
which givesˇˇ
P n;q.gIx/ g.x/
ˇˇ kg00k
2
 
ŒnC12q
Œn2q
C ŒnC1qŒnC2q
Œn2q
  4ŒnC1q
Œnq
C2
!
x2:
(2.5)
Now, considering (2.1) and (2.2), if f 2 CB Œ0;1/ and g 2 C 2B Œ0;1/; we may write
from (2.5) thatˇˇ
Pn;q.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇ ˇˇP n;q.f  gIx/  .f  g/.x/ˇˇ
C ˇˇP n;q.gIx/ g.x/ˇˇC ˇˇˇˇf  ŒnC1qŒnq x

 f .x/
ˇˇˇˇ
 2kf  gkCx2ın kg
00k
2
C
ˇˇˇˇ
f

ŒnC1q
Œnq
x

 f .x/
ˇˇˇˇ
 2 kf  gkCx2ıng00C! .f;x˛n/ ;
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which yields thatˇˇ
Pn;q.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇ 2K  f;x2ı2nC! .f;x˛n/
 C!2 .f;xın/C! .f;x˛n/ :
Therefore, the proof is completed. 
Now we consider the elements of locally Lipschitz functions. Let 0 < ˛  1 and
let D be a subset of the interval Œ0;1/. Then, by LipM .D;˛/ we denote the space
of all functions satisfying the condition
jf .y/ f .x/j M jy xj˛ for y 2D and x 2 Œ0;1/; (2.6)
where D denotes the closure of D in Œ0;1/.
Then we can give our second local approximation result.
Theorem 2. LetD be a subset of Œ0;1/; q 2 .0;1/ and ˛ 2 .0;1: Then, for every
n 2N, x 2 Œ0;C1/ and f 2 CB Œ0;1/\LipM .D;˛/; we haveˇˇ
Pn;q.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇM ˚˛n x˛C .d.x;D//˛	 ;
where M is a positive constant; d.x;D/ is the distance between x and E defined as
d.x;D/ WD inffjy xj W y 2DgI and n is given by
n WD
 
ŒnC1qŒnC2q
Œn2q
  2ŒnC1q
Œnq
C1
!1=2
: (2.7)
Proof. Let D denote the closure of D in Œ0;1/: Let x 2 Œ0;1/ be fixed. Then,
there exists a point x0 2D such that jx x0j D d.x;D/: Using the triangle inequal-
ity, we may write that
jf .y/ f .x/j  jf .y/ f .x0/jC jf .x/ f .x0/j :
Hence, it follows from (2.6) thatˇˇ
Pn;q.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇ Pn;q.jf .y/ f .x/j Ix/
 Pn;q.jf .y/ f .x0/j Ix/Cjf .x/ f .x0/j
M ˚Pn;q.jy x0j˛ Ix/Cjx x0j˛	 :
DM ˚Pn;q.jy x0j˛ Ix/C .d.x;D//˛	 :
Using the Cauchy-Bunyakowsky-Schwarz inequality for positive linear operators we
find that ˇˇ
Pn;q.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇM nPn;q.'2Ix/˛=2C .d.x;D//˛o :
Thus, the proof follows from (2.7) and Corollary 1. 
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3. RATES OF CONVERGENCE OF THE OPERATORS Pn;q
Consider the following weighted space
E WD ˚f 2 C Œ0;1/ W jf .x/j M.1Cx2/ for some M > 0	 : (3.1)
Now, for a given b > 0; by !b.f;ı/ we denote the usual modulus of continuity of f
on the closed interval Œ0;b; which is defined to be
!.f;ı/Œ0;b WD supfjf .y/ f .x/j W jy xj  ıI x;y 2 Œ0;bg :
The next theorem gives the rate of convergence of the operators Pn;q.f / to f for
all f 2E:
Theorem 3. For every f 2E; b > 0 and q 2 .0;1/, we havePn;q.f / f Œ0;b  C ˚2nC!.f;n/Œ0;bC1	 ;
where n is given by .2:7/IC is a positive constant depending on f;bI and the symbol
kkŒ0;b denotes the classical sup-norm on the space C Œ0;b:
Proof. Let x 2 Œ0;b be fixed. Assume that f 2 E; b > 0 and q 2 .0;1/: If y 
bC1; then one can write, for any ı > 0; that
jf .y/ f .x/j  !.f; jy xj/Œ0;bC1 
 
1C jy xj
2
ı2
!
!.f;ı/Œ0;bC1: (3.2)
On the other hand, if y > bC1; since y x > 1; we get, for some positive constant
M depending on f 2E; that
jf .y/ f .x/j M ˚2Cx2Cy2	
DM
n
2Cx2C ..y x/Cx/2
o
DM ˚2C2x2C2x.y x/C .y x/2	
M ˚2C2x2C .2xC1/.y x/2	
M  2x2C2xC3.y x/2;
which implies that
jf .y/ f .x/j N.y x/2; (3.3)
where N WDM  2b2C2bC3 : From (3.2) and (3.3), we get, for all x 2 Œ0;b and
y  0; that
jf .y/ f .x/j N.y x/2C
 
1C .y x/
2
ı2
!
!.f;ı/Œ0;bC1
and thereforeˇˇ
Pn;q.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇNPn;q.'2Ix/C!.f;ı/Œ0;bC11C 1
ı2
Pn;q.'
2Ix/

:
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Now applying Corollary 1, we obtain thatˇˇ
Pn;q.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇN2nx2C!.f;ı/Œ0;bC11C 2nx2ı2

Nb22nC!bC1.f;ı/Œ0;bC1

1C 
2
nb
2
ı2

;
where n is given by .2:7/: If we take ı D n on the right hand side of the last
inequality, then we immediately see thatˇˇ
Pn;q.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇ C ˚2nC!.f;n/Œ0;bC1	 ;
where C WD maxfNb2;1Cb2g: Finally, taking supremum over x 2 Œ0;b; the proof
is completed. 
4. STATISTICAL APPROXIMATION RESULTS
In this section, we study the statistical approximation properties of the q-Post-
Widder operators. We first recall the concept of statistical convergence.
Let A WD Œajn; j;n 2 N, be an infinite matrix. The A-transform of a sequence
x WD .xn/ is given by Ax WD ..Ax/n/ with .Ax/n D
P1
nD1ajn provided that the
series converges for each n2N. Then, we say that a matrixA is regular if limAxDL
whenever limx D L: Now let A D Œajn be nonnegative regular summability mat-
rix. Then, a sequence x D .xn/ is said to be A-statistically convergent to L if
limn
P
nWjxn Lj" ajnD 0 holds for every " > 0. In this case, we write stA  limxD
L (see [9]). It is well-known that if we take A D C1 D Œcjn; the Cesa´ro matrix of
order one defined to be cjn D 1=j if 1  n  j; and cjn D 0 otherwise, then we get
the classical definition of statistical convergence (see [8]). In this case, we use the
notation st  lim instead of stC1  lim. Also, if AD I; the identity matrix, then it re-
duces to the ordinary ordinary convergence. Notice that every convergent sequence is
A-statistically convergent to the same value, but the converse does not hold true. As
we can see the following example, there exists anA-statistically convergent sequence
but non-convergent in the usual sense.
Now letAD Œajn be a nonnegative regular summability matrix. Assume that .qn/
is sequence from .0;1/ such that
stA  lim
n
1
Œnqn
D 0; stA  lim
n
qn D 1 and stA  lim
n
qnn D ˇ 2 .0;1/. (4.1)
Indeed, such a sequence .qn/ can be constructed by the following way. Take A D
C1 D Œcjn and define the sequence .qn/ by
qn WD
(
e n; if nDm2 .m 2N/
n
nC1; otherwise.
(4.2)
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Then observe that qn 2 .0;1/ for each n 2N. It is easy to check that although .qn/ is
non-convergent in the usual sense, it satisfies the conditions in (4.1) with the choice
of AD C1 and ˇ D 1=e: On the other hand, since
ŒnC1qn
Œnqn
D 1 q
n
n
1 qn 1n
and
ŒnC1qn ŒnC2qn
Œn2qn
D .1 q
n
n/.1 qnC1n / 
1 qn 1n
2 ;
we obtain from (4.1) that
stA  lim
n
ŒnC1qn
Œnqn
D stA  lim
n
ŒnC12qn
Œn2qn
D stA  lim
n
ŒnC1qn ŒnC2qn
Œn2qn
D 1: (4.3)
Then it follows from (4.3) that
stA  lim
n
ın D stA  lim˛n D stA  limn D 0; (4.4)
where ın; ˛n and n are given by (2.1), (2.2) and (2.7), respectively.
Now taking a sequence .qn/ from .0;1/ satisfying (4.1) instead of a fixed number
q 2 .0;1/ in the definition of operators (1.1), we obtain the following (pointwise)
statistical approximation result.
Theorem 4. Let AD Œajn be a nonnegative regular summability matrix, and let
.qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:1/. Then, for every x 2 Œ0;C1/ and
f 2 CB Œ0;1/; we have
stA  lim
n
ˇˇ
Pn;qn.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇD 0:
Proof. Let x 2 Œ0;1/ and f 2 CB Œ0;1/ be fixed. By the right continuity of !
and !2 at zero, one can get from (4.4) that
stA  lim
n
! .f;x˛n/D stA  lim
n
!2 .f;xın/D 0: (4.5)
Now, for a given " > 0; define the following sets:
U WD ˚n 2 N W ˇˇPn;qn.f Ix/ f .x/ˇˇ "	 ;
U1 WD
n
n 2 N W !.f Ix˛n/ "
2
o
;
U2 WD
n
n 2 N W !2.f Ixın/ "
2C
o
;
where C is a positive constant as in Theorem 1. Then, we may write from the in-
equality in Theorem 1 that
U  U1[U2;
which gives, for every j 2N,X
n2U
ajn 
X
n2U1
ajnC
X
n2U2
ajn: (4.6)
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Letting j !1 in (4.6) and also using (4.5), we have
lim
j
X
n2U
ajn D 0;
which guarantees that
stA  lim
n
ˇˇ
Pn;qn.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇD 0:
Thus, the proof is completed. 
If we take A D I; the identity matrix, by Theorem 4, we obtain the classical ap-
proximation result.
Corollary 2. Let .qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying the conditions:
lim
n
1
Œnqn
D 0; lim
n
qn D 1 and lim
n
qnn D  2 .0;1/. (4.7)
Then, for every x 2 Œ0;C1/ and f 2 CB Œ0;1/; the sequence fPn;qn.f Ix/g con-
verges (pointwise) to f .x/:
We should note that if a sequence .qn/ satisfies (4.7), then it also satisfies (4.1);
and hence the classical (pointwise) approximation result in Corollary 2 implies the
statistical one in Theorem 4. However, if we choose the sequence .qn/ as in (4.2),
then we can easily see that (4.7) does not hold true while (4.1) is still valid. This ex-
ample shows that our statistical approximation result in Theorem 4 is more applicable
than the classical one.
Now we obtain a uniform approximation theorem in statistical sense.
Theorem 5. Let AD Œajn be a nonnegative regular summability matrix, and let
.qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:1/. Assume that D is a compact set in
Œ0;1/: Then, for every f 2 CB Œ0;1/\LipM .D;˛/ with M > 0 and ˛ 2 .0;1; we
have
stA  lim
n
Pn;qn.f / f D D 0:
Proof. Let x 2 D be fixed. In this case, we have d.x;D/ D 0: Using this and
Theorem 2, we immediately get that, for each x 2D;ˇˇ
Pn;qn.f Ix/ f .x/
ˇˇM˛n x˛: (4.8)
SinceD is compact, the numberL WD supx2Dfx˛g is finite. Hence, taking supremum
over x 2D on the both sides of (4.8), we obtain thatPn;qn.f / f D  LM˛n ;
which yields, for every " > 0;˚
n 2 N W Pn;qn.f / f D  "	 n 2 N W n   "LM 1=˛

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and hence X
nW kPn;qn .f / f kD"
ajn 
X
nW n. "LM /1=˛
ajn
holds for every j 2N. Now taking limit as j !1 on both sides of the last inequality,
and also considering (4.4), we deduce that
lim
n
X
nW kPn;qn .f / f kD"
ajn D 0;
which is the desired result. 
If AD I in Theorem 5, then we easily get the uniform approximation result in the
ordinary sense.
Corollary 3. Let .qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:7/, and let D be a
compact set in Œ0;1/: Then, for every f 2CB Œ0;1/\LipM .D;˛/ withM >0 and
˛ 2 .0;1; the sequence fPn;qn.f /g is uniformly convergent to f on D:
For a uniform approximation process, we also get the next result.
Theorem 6. Let AD Œajn be a nonnegative regular summability matrix, and let
.qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:1/. Then, for every f 2E and b > 0; we
have
stA  lim
n
Pn;qn.f / f Œ0;b D 0:
Proof. Assume that x 2 Œ0;b is fixed. Then, for a given " > 0; consider the fol-
lowing sets:
V WD
n
n 2 N W Pn;qn.f / f Œ0;b  "o ;
V1 WD

n 2 N W n 
 "
2C
1=2
;
V2 WD
n
n 2 N W !.f;n/Œ0;bC1  "
2C
o
;
where n is given by .2:7/, and C is a positive constant as in Theorem 3. Then, it
follows from Theorem 3 that
V  V1[V2:
The last inclusion implies thatX
n2V
ajn 
X
n2V1
ajnC
X
n2V2
ajn: (4.9)
On the other hand, by the right continuity of !.f; /Œ0;bC1 at zero, one can get from
(4.4) that
stA  lim
n
!.f;n/Œ0;bC1 D 0: (4.10)
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Then, letting j !1 in (4.9) and using (4.4), (4.10), we easily get that
lim
n
X
n2V
ajn D 0;
which completes the proof. 
Of course, if we take AD I in Theorem 6, we obtain the next result.
Corollary 4. Let .qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:7/. Then, for every
f 2E and b > 0; the sequence fPn;qn.f /g is uniformly convergent to f on Œ0;b:
5. VORONOVSKAYA-TYPE RESULTS
In this section, we prove a Voronovskaya-type theorem for the q-Post-Widder op-
erators. Throughout this section we consider a sequence .qn/ satisfying .4:1/ instead
of a fixed q 2 .0;1/ in the definition (1.1).
We first need the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let A D Œajn be a nonnegative regular summability matrix, and let
.qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:1/. Then, we have
stA  lim
n!1ŒnqnPn;qn.'Ix/D ˇx;
stA  lim
n!1ŒnqnPn;qn.'
2Ix/D ˇx2;
stA  lim
n!1 Œn
2
qn
Pn;qn
 
'4IxD 3ˇ2.1 ˇ/x4
uniformly with respect to x 2 Œ0;b; .b > 0/; where ˇ WD stA   limqnn as stated in
.4:1/.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 1 that
ŒnqnPn;qn.'Ix/D
 
ŒnC1qn   Œnqn

x
and
ŒnqnPn;qn.'
2Ix/D

ŒnC1qn ŒnC2qn
Œnqn
 2ŒnC1qnC Œnqn

x2:
Then, using (4.1) we easily get
stA  lim
n!1ŒnqnPn;qn.'Ix/D ˇx
and
stA  lim
n!1ŒnqnPn;qn.'
2Ix/D ˇx2
uniformly with respect to x 2 Œ0;b. On the other hand, by Lemma 1, we obtain that
Pn;qn
 
'4IxD Pn;qn .e4Ix/ 4xPn;qn .e3Ix/C6x2Pn;qn .e2Ix/
 4x3Pn;qn .e1Ix/Cx4
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D ŒnC1qn ŒnC2qn ŒnC3qn ŒnC4qn
Œn4qn
x4
 4ŒnC1qn ŒnC2qn ŒnC3qn
Œn3qn
x4
C6ŒnC1qn ŒnC2qn
Œn2qn
x4 4ŒnC1qn
Œnqn
x4Cx4:
Then, we get
Œn2qnPn;qn
 
'4IxD  ŒnC1qn ŒnC2qn ŒnC3qn ŒnC4qn
Œn2qn
 4ŒnC1qn ŒnC2qn ŒnC3qn
Œnqn
C6ŒnC1qn ŒnC2qn  4Œnqn ŒnC1qnC Œn2qn

x4:
Now using the fact that
Œnqn D
1 qn 1n
1 qn
and also considering .4:1/, after some simple calculations, for each x 2 Œ0;1/; we
have
stA  lim
n!1 Œn
2
qn
Pn;qn
 
'4IxD 3ˇ2.1 ˇ/x4;
uniformly with respect to x 2 Œ0;b, which is the desired result. 
Then we get our Voronovskaya-type theorem as follows.
Theorem 7. Let AD Œajn be a nonnegative regular summability matrix, and let
.qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:1/. Then, for every f 2 E such that f 0;
f 00 2E; we have
stA  lim
n!1Œnqn
˚
Pn;qn.f Ix/ f .x/
	D ˇxf 0.x/C ˇx2f 00.x/
2
uniformly with respect to x 2 Œ0;b; .b > 0/; where ˇ WD stA   limqnn as stated in
.4:1/.
Proof. Let f; f 0; f 00 2E. For each x  0; define a function 	.y/ WD 	.y;x/ by
	.y/D
8ˆ<ˆ
:
f .y/ f .x/  .y x/f 0.x/  1
2
.y x/2f 00.x/
.y x/2 ; if y ¤ x
0; if y D x:
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Then by assumption we have 	.x;x/ D 0 and the function 	.;x/ belongs to E.
Hence, by Taylor’s theorem we get
f .y/D f .x/C .y x/f 0.x/C .y x/
2
2
f 00.x/C .y x/2	.y;x/:
Hence we easily observe that
ŒnqnfPn;qn.f Ix/ f .x/g D f 0.x/ŒnqnPn;qn.'Ix/
C f
00.x/
2
ŒnqnPn;qn.'
2Ix/
C ŒnqnPn;qn.'2	 Ix/:
If we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the last term on the right-hand side of
the last equality, then we conclude that
Œnqn
ˇˇ
Pn;qn
 
'2	 Ixˇˇ  Œn2qnPn;qn.'4Ix/1=2  Pn;qn.	2Ix/1=2 : (5.1)
Let .y;x/ WD	2.y;x/: In this case, observe that .x;x/D 0 and .;x/ 2E. Then,
it follows from Theorem 6 that
stA  lim
n!1Pn;qn
 
	2IxD stA  lim
n!1Pn;qn ..y;x/Ix/D .x;x/D 0 (5.2)
uniformly with respect to x 2 Œ0;b; .b > 0/: Now, by (5.1), (5.2), and Lemma 2, we
obtain that
stA  lim
n!1ŒnqnPn;qn.'
2	 Ix/D 0
uniformly with respect to x 2 Œ0;b: Combining the above facts with Lemma 2, we
observe that
stA  lim
n!1Œnqn
˚
Pn;qn.f Ix/ f .x/
	D ˇxf 0.x/C ˇx2f 00.x/
2
uniformly with respect to x 2 Œ0;b: Thus, the proof is completed. 
The next result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.
Corollary 5. Let .qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:7/. Then, for every
f 2E such that f 0; f 00 2E; we have
lim
n!1Œnqn
˚
Pn;qn.f Ix/ f .x/
	D xf 0.x/C x2f 00.x/
2
uniformly with respect to x 2 Œ0;b; .b > 0/; where D limqnn as stated in .4:1/.
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6. APPROXIMATION PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX q-POST-WIDDER OPERATORS
In this section, we will introduce the complex q-Post-Widder operators and study
their approximation properties.
Now, let
D WD f´ 2C W j´j< 1g; ND WD f´ 2C W j´j  1g
and
C
  ND W ˚f W ND!C W f is continuous on D	 :
Then, we propose the complex q-Post-Widder operators as follows:
P n;q.f I´/D
1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
f
 
´eit
Œnq
!
tnEq . qt/dqt; (6.1)
where ´ 2 ND, n 2N, f 2 C   ND and q 2 .0;1/.
It is not hard to see that if f is a constant function on ND, say f .´/ c; then we
have, for every n 2 N that P n;q.cI´/ D c: Hence, the operators P n;q preserve the
constant functions. In order to get some geometric properties of the operators P n;q
in (6.1) we first need the following concepts.
Now define the subspace of C
  ND by
A
  ND WD ˚f 2 C   ND W f is analytic on D with f .0/D 0	 :
If f 2 C   ND ; then, as in Section 3, we consider the (first) modulus of continuity
of f on ND; denoted by ! .f;ı/ ND ; ı > 0; as follows (see [11]):
!.f Iı/ ND WD sup
˚jf .´/ f .w/j W j´ wj  ı; ´;w 2 ND	 :
It is easy to see that, for any c;ı > 0
!.f Icı/ ND  .1C c/!.f Iı/ ND: (6.2)
We obtain the following result.
Theorem 8. For each fixed n 2N and q 2 .0;1/, P n;q
 
A
  ND A  ND :
Proof. Let n 2N, f 2 A  ND and q 2 .0;1/ be fixed. Since f .0/D 0; it follows
from (6.1) that
P n;q.f I0/D
1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
f .0/ tnEq . qt/dqt D 0:
Now we show that Pn;q.f / is continuous on ND. To see this assume that ´; .´m/ 2ND and that limm´m D ´: Hence, we get from the definition of ! thatˇˇ
P n;q.f I´m/ P n;q.f I´/
ˇˇ
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 1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇf
 
´me
it
Œnq
!
 f
 
´eit
Œnq
!ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ tnEq . qt/dqt

!

f; j´m ´j
Œnq

ND
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
tnEq . qt/dqt
D !

f;
j´m ´j
Œnq

ND
 ! .f; j´m ´j/ ND
due to Œnq  1 for every n 2N. Since limm´m D ´; we may write that
lim
m
! .f; j´m ´j/ ND D 0:
Due to the right continuity of ! .f; / at zero. Hence, we get
lim
m
P n;q.f I´m/D Pn;q.f I´/;
which gives the continuity of P n;q.f / at the point ´ 2 ND.
Finally, since f 2 A  ND ; we can write f .´/DP1kD1ak´k for ´ 2D. Then, we
get
f
 
´eit
Œnq
!
D
1X
kD1
ak´
keikt
Œnkq
: (6.3)
Since
ˇˇˇ
ake
ikt
Œnkq
ˇˇˇ
 jakj for every t 2 R, the series in (6.3) is uniformly convergent with
respect to t 2 R. Hence, we conclude that
P n;q.f I´/D
1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
 1X
kD1
ak´
keikt
Œnkq
!
tnEq . qt/dqt
D 1
ŒnqŠ
1X
kD1
ak´
k
Œnkq
0B@ 1=.1 q/Z
0
eikt tnEq . qt/dqt
1CA
D
1X
kD1
`n;k´
k;
where `n;k is given by
`n;k WD ak
ŒnqŠŒnkq
1=.1 q/Z
0
eikt tnEq . qt/dqt .k;n 2N/: (6.4)
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We should remark that ˇˇ
`n;k
ˇˇ jakj for every k;n 2N:
Therefore, for each n 2N and f 2 A  ND ; the function P n;q.f / has a Taylor series
expansion whose Taylor coefficients are `n;k given by (6.4). Combining the above
facts we obtain the desired result. 
Now consider the following space:
B
  ND WD ff 2 C. ND/ W f is analytic on D with f .0/D 1 and
Re Œf .´/ > 0 for every ´ 2Dg:
Then we have the next result.
Theorem 9. For each fixed n 2N and q 2 .0;1/, P n;q
 
B
  ND B   ND :
Proof. Let n 2N, f 2 B   ND and q 2 .0;1/ be fixed. As in the proof of Theorem
8, we see that P n;q .f / is analytic on D and continuous on ND: Since f .0/D 1; we
easily get that
P n;q.f I0/D
1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
f .0/ tnEq . qt/dqt D 1:
Finally, we may write that, for every ´ 2D;
Re

P n;q.f I´/
D 1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
Re
"
f
 
´eit
Œnq
!#
tnEq . qt/dqt > 0
since Re
h
f .´e
it
Œnq
/
i
> 0: Thus, the proof is completed. 
If we consider the following space of Lipschitz class functions:
LipM . NDI˛/ WD
ff W ND!C; jf .´/ f .w/j M j´ wj˛ for every ´;w 2 NDg;
.˛ 2 .0;1 and M > 0/;
we can get the next result.
Theorem 10. For each fixed n2N and q 2 .0;1/,P n;q
 
LipM . NDI˛/
LipM . NDI˛/:
Proof. Let f 2 LipM . NDI˛/. Then, for every ´;w 2 ND; we observe that
ˇˇ
P n;qn.f I´/ P n;q.f Iw/
ˇˇ 1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇf
 
´eit
Œnq
!
 f
 
weit
Œnq
!ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ tnEq. qt/dqt
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 M
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
ˇˇˇˇ
´eit
Œnq
  we
it
Œnq
ˇˇˇˇ˛
tnEq. qt/dqt
D M j´ wj
˛
Œn˛q
M j´ wj˛ ;
which completes the proof. 
Using the definition of !.f Iı/ ND for f 2C
  ND and ı > 0;we obtain the following
global smoothness preservation for the operators P n;q given by (6.1).
Theorem 11. For each fixed n 2N, q 2 .0;1/ and f 2 C   ND, we have
!.P n;q.f /Iı/ ND  !.f Iı/ ND:
Proof. Let ı > 0, n2N, q 2 .0;1/ and f 2C   ND be given. Assume that ´;w 2 ND
and j´ wj  ı: Then, we have
ˇˇ
P n;q .f I´/ P n;q .f Iw/
ˇˇ 1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇf
 
´eit
Œnq
!
 f
 
weit
Œnq
!ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ tnEq . qt/dqt
 !

f I j´ wj
Œnq

ND
 !

f I ı
Œnq

ND
 ! .f Iı/ ND :
Then, taking supremum over j´ wj  ı; we conclude that
!.P n;q.f /Iı/ ND  !.f Iı/ ND;
whence the result. 
Now we obtain an estimation with the help of !.f Iı/ ND for the operators P n;q
defined by (6.1).
Theorem 12. For each fixed n 2N, q 2 .0;1/ and f 2 C   ND, we haveP n;q.f / f  ND  3!
 
f I 1p
Œnq
!
ND
for some .finite/ positive constant M; where kk ND denotes the usual sup-norm on ND
as stated before.
Proof. Let ´ 2 ND and f 2 C   ND be fixed. We first observe that
ˇˇ
P n;q.f I´/ f .´/
ˇˇ 1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇf
 
´eit
Œnq
!
 f .´/
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ tnEq . qt/dqt
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 1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
!
 
f I j´j
ˇˇˇˇ
eit
Œnq
 1
ˇˇˇˇ!
ND
tnEq . qt/dqt:
Since, for every ´ 2D and t  0;
j´j
ˇˇˇˇ
eit
Œnq
 1
ˇˇˇˇ

s
2
Œn2q
  2cos t
Œnq
 2 jsin.t=2/jp
Œnq
 2p
Œnq
(6.5)
we may write that
ˇˇ
P n;q.f I´/ f .´/
ˇˇ 1
ŒnqŠ
!
 
f I 2p
Œnq
!
ND
1=.1 q/Z
0
tnEq . qt/dqt
D !
 
f I 2p
Œnq
!
ND
Then, by (6.2) we getˇˇ
P n;q.f I´/ f .´/
ˇˇ 3! f I 1p
Œnq
!
ND
Taking supremum over ´ 2 ND on the last inequality, the proof is completed. 
Using the Lipschitz class functions, we also obtain the next estimation result for
the operators P n;q .
Theorem 13. For each fixed n 2N, q 2 .0;1/ and f 2 LipM . NDI˛/, we haveP n;q.f / f  ND  2˛M
Œn
˛=2
q
:
Proof. Let ´ 2 ND and f 2 LipM . NDI˛/ be given. Then, one can write that
ˇˇ
P n;q.f I´/ f .´/
ˇˇ 1
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇf
 
´eit
Œnq
!
 f .´/
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ tnEq . qt/dqt
 M
ŒnqŠ
1=.1 q/Z
0
j´j˛
ˇˇˇˇ
eit
Œnq
 1
ˇˇˇˇ˛
tnEq . qt/dqt:
By (6.5), we get ˇˇ
P n;q.f I´/ f .´/
ˇˇ 2˛M
Œn
˛=2
q
:
Taking supremum over ´ 2 ND in the last inequality, the proof is completed. 
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Now replacing the fixed number q 2 .0;1/ with a sequence .qn/ from the interval
.0;1/ which satisfies the conditions in (4.1), we can also obtain a statistical approx-
imation result for our complex operators defined by (6.1)
Theorem 14. Let A WD Œajn be a nonnegative regular summability matrix, and let
.qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:1/. Then, for every f 2 C
  ND ; we have
stA  lim
n
P n;qn.f / f  ND D 0:
Proof. Let f 2 C   ND : Then, for a given " > 0; we may write from Theorem 11
that
U WD
n
n 2N W P n;qn.f / f  ND  "o
(
n 2N W !
 
f I 1p
Œnqn
!
ND
 "
3
)
DW V:
Thus, for every j 2N, we get X
n2U
ajn 
X
n2V
ajn: (6.6)
On the other hand, by the right continuity of !.f; / ND at zero, one can get from (4.1)
that
stA  lim
n
!
 
f I 1p
Œnqn
!
ND
D 0;
which gives
lim
j
X
n2V
ajn D 0: (6.7)
Now taking limit as j !1 in the both sides of (6.6) and also considering (6.7) we
obtain that
lim
j
X
n2U
ajn D 0;
which means that
stA  lim
n
P n;qn.f / f D 0:
The proof is completed. 
If we replace A by the identity matrix in Theorem 14, then we get the following
uniform approximation result.
Corollary 6. Let .qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:7/. Then, for every
f 2 A  ND ; the sequence ˚P n;qn.f /	n2N is uniformly convergent to f on ND.
Finally, we give a statistical approximation result on the space LipM . NDI˛/.
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Theorem 15. Let A WD Œajn be a nonnegative regular summability matrix, and
let .qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:1/. Then, for every f 2LipM . NDI˛/;
we have
stA  lim
n
P n;qn.f / f  ND D 0:
Proof. Let ´ 2 ND and f 2LipM . NDI˛/: By Theorem 13, we get, for every " > 0;
that n
n 2 N W P n;qn.f / f  ND  "o n 2 N W 1Œnqn 
 "
2˛M
2=˛
:
Thus, we have, for every j 2N,X
nWkPn;qn .f / f k ND"
ajn 
X
nW 1
Œnqn
. "2˛M /
2=˛
ajn:
Now taking limit as j !1 in and also using (4.7), we immediately obtain that
lim
j
X
n2Z1
ajn D 0;
which gives
stA  lim
n
P n;qn.f / f  ND D 0:
Thus, the proof is completed. 
The next result is a natural consequence of Theorem 15.
Corollary 7. Let .qn/ be a sequence from .0;1/ satisfying .4:7/. Then, for every
f 2LipM . NDI˛/; the sequence
˚
P n;qn.f /
	
n2N is uniformly convergent to f on ND.
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